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piracy protection in your windows. That's it. Well if its a
"Mac" i guess I dont want people to know that either. "I just

want to let everyone know, if you are running a Mac and
don't want people to know that, or if you don't want to do it

for any reason, you should just stop. You're doing more
harm than good." Please just disable any kind of anti-piracy

protection in your windows. That's it. Well if its a "Mac" i
guess I dont want people to know that either. My Mac, while

not your average Mac. Has Deep Freeze, VPC. And has a
Blocking program. OK when I said Mac, I meant

Windows/Mac. As for Deep Freeze, I need to update my
computers and it does not run on MAC. As for VPC, i just
dont know how to get it on my Mac. But I can hook up to
the internet and I can use a Windows computer to update

my Mac, as I dont have a Windows computer. Also as for the
blocking program, I always clear any cache, etc to make

sure I have a clean machine, before I use it. I will disable it.
I am not a Pirate, I always clear my cache before I play

games, and I always reset the system, before I play a new
game, or a new website, since i have encountered too many
browser tabs. "I just want to let everyone know, if you are

running a Mac and don't want people to know that, or if you
don't want to do it for any reason, you should just stop.

You're doing more harm than good." Please just disable any
kind of anti-piracy protection in your windows. That's it. Ok,
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